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ABSTRACT

were the only easy, off-the-shelf method of storing energy from
these ultra-low current power sources. Supercapacitors had high
leakage that could waste a significant portion of the already limited
energy. Lithium batteries were difficult to manage, as low power
battery management and charging ICs were not readily available.
Additionally the theoretically infinite lifetime of capacitors further
supported the goals of perpetual sensing, especially compared to
the life-cycle limits of batteries. Over time, other weaknesses of
batteries compounded the arguments, including their temperature
sensitivity, physically large form factor, and potential danger for
both the user and the environment.
Unfortunately, capacitors offer very low energy density, often
much less than 1 Wh/L (compared to 100 Wh/L for a small LiPo
cell), and devices that use them must cope with the limitations this
presents. These include lower energy utilization (if a device could
harvest but the capacitor is full), reduced availability (a sensor
cannot perform a required task because its capacitor is already
depleted), decreased responsiveness (if the capacitor does not have
energy to detect and respond to an event), and the inability to easily
perform high-energy tasks (if the capacitor does not have enough
total energy storage for task completion).
Many solutions have been proposed to tackle these problems.
Software checkpointing and associated programming models that
ease their use allow relatively high-energy tasks to be completed
correctly [26]. The introduction of wakeups based on the sensed
phenomena decreases the probability of missing an event [6]. Federating energy stores for each predefined component workloads
decreases latency between tasks and eases modularity [17]. Reconfigurable energy buffer sizing lowers inter-task latency for arbitrary
workloads [9]. Even with these solutions, however, it is still not
easy to program and use capacitor-based energy harvesting sensors, and they still have decreased availability and energy utilization
compared to a solution with larger energy storage capacity.
While capacitors may have been the best choice for energy harvesting sensors a decade ago, this decision should be reevaluated
in the face of new, modern technology. We consider the changes in
battery chemistries and associated battery management ICs, and
we argue that for modern sensor designs, a power supply that offers an indefinite lifetime may not justify the cost of low energy
capacity. We believe that new battery technologies address many
of the original assumptions that limited their early adoption, and
while they do not provide theoretically infinite lifetimes, nor will
they operate in all sensing scenarios, they may be a better choice
for the vast many common sensing tasks. It is time to reconsider
the use of batteries in ultra-low power energy harvesting sensors.

For the past decade, the status-quo for energy harvesting sensors
has been to buffer small amounts of energy in capacitors to intermittently work through a sensing task. While using capacitors
for storage offers these systems indefinite lifetime, it comes at
a cost – they must tolerate the decreased availability, lower energy utilization, and more complex programming models inherent
to a volatile, intermittent design. We argue that many of these
problems stem from insufficient energy storage and could be eliminated with the use of batteries. Recent advances in rechargeable
battery technology weaken the historical arguments against their
use. We believe that using batteries in energy harvesting sensors
will push us closer to a class of reliable, general purpose devices
that can better serve human-centric sensing applications than their
capacitor-based counterparts at the cost of having a finite, but long,
lifetime.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Hardware → Sensors and actuators; Batteries; Reusable energy storage; Energy distribution; • Software and its engineering → Power management;
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INTRODUCTION

The first sensor network nodes relied on non-rechargeable batteries (primary cells) for energy storage [27, 33]. These primary
cells provided reliable power that enabled quick initial tests and deployments. However the drawbacks of this design quickly became
clear—the short sensor node lifetimes achievable with reasonably
sized primary cells required frequent battery replacement for nodes
to remain operational, and as a result, researchers started looking
to energy harvesting as an alternative power source. This began
with outdoor solar harvesting, but soon transformed as researchers
started to leverage lower power components and new programming
models to enable energy harvesting sensor nodes with significantly
less capable power supplies.
Starting with directed, RFID-based sources [42], and moving to
less reliable energy sources like indoor solar and vibration [6, 13, 47],
these designs fueled a vision of perpetually operational sensor
nodes powered by the ambient environment. At the time, capacitors
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IS IMMORTALITY WORTH THE PRICE?

Through the wealth of work towards making intermittent systems
easier to program and more reliable, researchers have implicitly
made the argument that a power supply with an indefinite lifetime,
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extreme temperature resistance, and small physical size is worth
the costs of significantly reduced energy capacity. This continually
growing body of work also serves as evidence that using and deploying systems with this reduced energy capacity is neither easy
nor a sufficiently solved problem.
Developing programs that can continue forward progress in
the face of volatile energy availability is a complex and headacheinducing experience. In situations of energy drought, intermittent
systems will deplete their small capacitor energy stores, and lacking
energy, they power off and lose state, potentially in the middle of
an important operation and for an extended period of time. In the
worst case, the device will be stuck in a Sisyphean loop of starting
up and dying before ever finishing a task. To alleviate some of this
pain, researchers have developed tools and language primitives to
assist with writing intermittent applications [20, 26], but the reality
remains: these systems do not have enough storage to withstand
absences of harvestable energy and must micro-manage the little
energy available to them to ensure forward progress.
At its core, using a small energy buffer severely impacts energy
utilization, because smaller storage capacity is more likely to fill
up even when harvestable energy is still available. In turn, this
lowers availability, in terms of both uptime and responsiveness.
An intermittent occupancy sensor may fail to perform detection at
night, and miss the first person arriving in a space the following
day. While the capacity of supercapacitors may allow an intermittent sensor to survive overnight, it will not survive longer energy
droughts of a few days to a week.
Another symptom of small energy storage includes the inability to perform complex and long-running tasks like cryptographic
operations or firmware updates in a timely manner. These operations are severely limited because they cannot be completed in
one iteration and must make intermittent progress. Additionally,
storage capacity creates a limit on the kinds of sensors that can
be supported. With capacitors for storage, it is very unlikely that
sensing modalities that require substantial and sustained energy for
operation, like heated humidity sensors and cameras, will operate,
even at low duty cycles.
These systems are also forced to micromanage their energy state
on the order of milliseconds [26]. While tools exist to aid in this,
users must write applications that are aware of minutiae of energy
availability. This complicates applications and limits the generality
of both the application and sensing platform for different use cases.
The Flicker platform explored enabling more generality by federating the capacitor storage among components, but its applications
must still be programmed with specific knowledge of energy availability [18]. By increasing energy storage, we can instead manage
energy over the course of days, weeks, or even months, and even
have the capacity for occasional high power tasks. Dilating the timing requirements for energy management makes techniques like
checkpointing and complex hardware reconfiguration unnecessary.
Simple software energy policies that dynamically adjust workload
intensity become possible and sufficient. Being powered for long
periods has the added benefit of saving energy by significantly reducing the number of system reboots [18]. The system can instead
remain in an ultra low power sleep state between operations and
in periods of low energy availability.

Considering a Holistic Lifetime

In addition to considering the lifetime of a sensor’s power supply,
we should also note that other components of a sensor have a finite
lifetime, which may render the goal of an indefinite lifetime moot.
Most notably, some components exhibit significant long-term calibration drift. For example, each year a humidity sensor [41] expects
a quarter of a percent relative humidity drift, while an oscillator [45]
expects 3 ppm drift. There is also the question of relevancy in the
face of decades of future progress in networking and security. At
some point, the sensors we build today will be obsolete, regardless
of their theoretical lifetimes. Instead of indefinite sensors, we need
sensors that last long enough and provide enough benefit to justify
their eventual and inevitable replacement.

3

BATTERIES: NEW AND IMPROVED

Rechargeable batteries are the obvious high-capacity energy storage option to avoid the pains that come from a small energy buffer.
Many intermittent systems papers, however, dismiss them as expensive [17–20], short-lived [9, 17–20, 26, 47]. temperature-sensitive [9,
17–20, 26], less efficient [17–20], bulky [17–20, 47], and dangerous [17–20]. In this section, we re-examine each of these arguments,
in the context of newly available modern battery chemistries, including Lithium Titanate (LTO) and Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePo4 ),
and low power battery management ICs that simplify energy harvesting designs [44], concluding that these new chemistries do not
exhibit the same detracting qualities as those available a decade ago.
Batteries still underperform in some metrics compared to ceramic
and tantalum capacitors, but their orders of magnitude increase in
energy density and storage capacity likely justify these costs.
Expensive to Buy. As seen in Table 1, small, 2-40 mAh LTO batteries can be found for $6.75 USD each from US distributors and
$1.01 USD each from Chinese distributors, even in small quantities [21, 22]. While greater than the sub-dollar cost of the several
tantalum and ceramic capacitors that comprise a capacitor storage bank [3, 35], these prices are comparable to supercapacitors
[23, 30, 38], and the cost of other key components in an energy harvesting system, like the MCU [31], harvester [36] and sensors [41],
which cost around $5 USD each in low quantities. A battery will
not constitute the driving cost of developing a sensor that integrates one. We expect prices for batteries to continue to drop with
increased usage, distribution, and scale.
Short-Lived. While it is true that the capacity of rechargeable
batteries degrades as a function of cycle count and the depth-ofdischarge (DoD), new technologies and defensive design can mitigate this problem. LTO and LiFePo4 cells can both withstand 4-10x
more cycles than traditional LiPo cells before experiencing similar
capacity degradation. In experiments, LTO cells were found to experience 3400 full cycles before noticeable capacity degradation at
room temperature [15], and available commercial cells claim 7000
cycles at 0.5 C charge/discharge rate [22]. Similarly, LiFePo4 cells
have been observed to withstand between 3000 and 4000 cycles
before degradation [32, 37, 46]. Additionally, lowering DoD to 10%
exponentially decreases the rate of capacity loss, resulting in potential lifetimes of greater than 10,000 cycles before reaching 80%
2
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MLCC

Capacity
47 µF [34]
100 µF [35]

Tantalum

100 µF [3]
220 µF [3]

Supercapacitor

7.5 mF [38]
100 mF [23]
470 mF [30]

LiPo

37 mWh [12]
148 mWh [10]
148 mWh [2]

LTO

4.3 mWh [22]

LiFePo4

60 mWh [21, 22]
96 mWh [40]

Volume
(mm3 )

1.28 a
9.2 a
9.2 a
9.2 a
7.2
1128
940
297
660
1005 a
88
685
1020

Energy Density
(Wh/L)

0.046 b
0.013 b
0.013 b
0.027 b
0.83 c
0.07 c
0.62 b
125
224
224
49
88
94
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Temperature Range
(Charge/Discharge °C)

ESR (Ω)

Cycle Life (Cycles)

Cost (USD)

Self-Discharge
(nA)

100% DoD l

10% DoD l

US o

China o

Inf. m
Inf. m
Inf. m
Inf. m

Inf. m
Inf. m
Inf. m
Inf. m

0.16

0.03

0.31

0.04

0.28

0.17

0.37

0.16
—

-55 - 125

0.001-0.1 g
0.001-0.1 g

-55 - 85

0.2

-55 - 85

0.07

<10 i
<10 i
<10 i
<10 i

-30 - 70 d
-25 - 70 d
-40 - 70 d

25

—

>10000

—

2.42

100

<10 j

—

—

1.10

—

45

<1000

100000+/4 yr [29] n

—n

5.06

1.00

0 - 40/-20 - 60 e
0 - 40/-20 - 60 e
0 - 40/-20 - 60 e

—k
0.1
3

30-100 [48]
120-400 [48]
120-400 [48]

300-500
300
500

10000+ [14, 28]
10000+ [14, 28]
10000+ [14, 28]

—
4.50
1.62

0.80
0.51
—

-35 - 70 ef

8

—k

2000

10000+ [15]

—

1.01

0 - 40/-20 - 60 ef
0 - 40/-20 - 60 e

2.4
0.1

—k
160 [43]

2000
2000 [39]

10000+ [15]
30000+ [32, 37, 46]

6.75
—

1.01
0.95

-55 - 125

a Standard packages in order of increasing volume: 0603, 1206, 2032, CR123A.
b Assumed 3 V for energy calculation.
c Assumed 2.4 V, the max rated voltage, for energy calculation.
d Supercapacitors experience higher ESR at lower temperatures and higher leakage at higher temperatures [29].
e Lithium batteries experience higher ESR, higher leakage, lower capacity and shorter lifetimes at temperature extremes.
f We believe these are produced by the same manufacturer, but have different suppliers and datasheets. We are skeptical of the wide temperature range.
g ESR is frequency dependent.
h ESR is conservatively calculated into rated capacity [11].
i Both tested and calculated from insulation resistance after absorption period.
j Specification after 24 h of charging.
k We assume value to be similar to other Li cells, but cannot verify this assumption.
l Measured to 80% rated capacity.
m We do not consider capacitor derating. With proper design principals these should be nearly infinite.
n Supercapacitors are time rather than cycle limited. Assumes 3V, 20 °C. No DoD dependence mentioned [29].
o Prices are based on cheapest available equivalent part in quantities of 100.

Table 1: A comparison of energy storage technologies that may be used on sensor nodes. Data is based on specific components and
their datasheets, and we attempt to choose representative components for each category, however some technologies such as supercapacitors
are rapidly evolving. Other citations point to capabilities of the storage technologies not specified by their datasheets. We find that for most
applications lithium-based batteries provide much higher energy density without reasonably impacting sensor lifetime, cost, or function.
The minority of sensing applications, such as those operating at extreme temperatures, may require capacitors until battery technologies
improve.

of rated capacity with LiFePo4 [32, 46]. We also expect exponential gains for LTO cells with reduced DoD and estimate an order
of magnitude increase in cycle lifetime. These cycle estimations
hold true even for relatively high temperatures (60°C) [46]. LTO
chemistries can be expected to survive one thousand cycles at 100%
DoD at 55°C [16]. Life cycle expectations for both 100% and 10%
DoD are summarized in Table 1.
With the energy capacity provided by batteries, we expect cycles
that are slower than diurnal, implying 20-50 years or more of function before observing significant capacity reduction with observed
cycle lifetimes. Supercapacitors also experience lifetime issues that
are tied to their operational hours rather than number of cycles.
Some datasheets predict as few as four years before reaching 80% of
rated capacity under standard indoor environmental conditions and
3 V storage [30]. While this may not be true of all supercapacitors,
it is not clear that they provide advantages in lifetime over batteries
without further testing.
Additionally, LTO chemistries have been shown to exhibit no
long-term cell damage when undervolted, even to zero volts [5].
This is a significant improvement more traditional technologies
like LiPo which would suffer capacity degradation if undervolted in
cases of long storage or absence of charging, a common occurrence
for energy harvesting systems.

resistive losses from a tantalum capacitor, 2.1% losses from an LTO
battery, and 6.6% losses from an supercapacitor.
The self-discharge of batteries is dependent on their capacity
and environmental factors, however for small batteries in standard
conditions we expect 30-500 nA of equivalent self-discharge current. This is much higher than the self discharge of ceramic and
tantalum capacitors, but similar to larger supercapacitors even after
their absorption period, which may last several hundred hours and
have up to 10x the self-discharge current [29]. Batteries may still
not be suitable for sensors that expect very low harvesting currents.
Temperature Sensitive. Batteries are more temperature sensitive
than other forms of energy storage, but they are improving. Some
datasheets and authors report operating batteries successfully as
low as -30 °C and as high as 75 °C [1, 8, 22], however, the capacity,
ESR, and cycle lifetimes of a battery will still degrade at extreme
temperatures [43, 46], and further study of these results is warranted. We note that supercapacitors also experience issues such
as drastically increased ESR at very low temperatures [29]. Rated
temperature ranges for discussed technologies are summarized in
Table 1.
Even with these temperature limitations, we believe that most
deployment scenarios for energy harvesting sensor nodes do not
exceed the temperature ranges of current battery technology, including nearly all indoor sensor deployments and many outdoor
deployments.

Low Efficiency. Low efficiency of an energy store is caused by high
or increasing equivalent series resistance (ESR) and self-discharge.
Power losses due to ESR can primarily be attributed to high current
events, such as a radio transmission. We find the ESR of small
batteries is higher than that of ceramic and tantalum capacitors,
however it is slightly better than the ESR of supercapacitors. With
the capacitors and batteries mentioned in Table 1, an 8 mA radio
transmission from a steady 3 V would incur less than 0.06% in

Bulky. As presented in Table 1, small batteries are 50-500x more
dense than the supercapacitors and three to five orders of magnitude more dense than ceramic and tantalum capacitors. Even with
an order of magnitude capacity reduction to achieve high cycle
lifetimes, batteries have a usable energy density of 5-50x greater
than supercapacitors of similar physical size. The batteries shown
3
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prevent any sensor replacement, we expect that capacitor-based intermittent systems remain the best and perhaps only option. These
include applications such as simple and inexpensive satellites that
must exist in the cold of space, sensors embedded in concrete that
are expected to monitor buildings over decades, or sensors meant
to monitor inside of the human body. While there are some methods to make batteries function in these environments and ongoing
efforts to continue to improve the properties of batteries such that
they might be sufficient for these applications, these are the places
in which a capacitor-based energy store has a great advantage.
We would like to reemphasize however that many applications
do not take place in these conditions. The instrumentation of our
homes, offices, factories and most of our outdoor spaces will not
stress the properties of batteries and cause them to fail. These
spaces will be occupied by people who can replace sensors at a rate
similar to the rate at which we replace the rest of our furniture,
appliances, and technology. Most importantly, these human-facing
applications will see large benefits from the increase in availability
and responsiveness that batteries have the potential to provide.

Figure 1: A size comparison of energy storage methods including capacitors, supercapacitors, and batteries. They are
ordered left to right, by their (total) volume. Total volumes are
listed above the respective device. Configuration (a), (c) and (e)
represent the energy storage configurations used in the Flicker
platfrom with BLE and several sensors [18], the Solar Monjolo [6]
and the Capybara temperature monitor and alarm [9], which have
total capacitances and energy capacities of 119 µF (0.41 µWh at 5 V),
500 µF (1.7 µWh at 5 V) and 8.8 mF (8.3 µWh at 2.6 V), respectively.
Capacitors (d) [7] and (f) [30] are large supercapacitors available
on the Capybara platform and have the capacitances and energy
capacities of 300 mF (300 µWh at 2.7 V) and 220 mF (540 µWh at
4.2 V) respectively. While all pictured devices are similar in size and
appearance, (b) and (g) are actually small LTO battery cells with
1.8 mAh (4.3 mWh at 2.4 V) and 20 mAh (48 mWh at 2.4 V) capacity
respectively [22]. The LTO battery (b) is the second smallest of all
configurations of energy storage presented here and also provides
an order of magnitude more energy capacity compared to (f), the
largest supercapacitor presented.

5

Figure 1 are as small as 88 mm3 , and resemble small through-hole
capacitors. Battery (b) is smaller in volume than many of the capacitor configurations presented in the literature, only outdone by
systems like Flicker (a) which store energy in only a few ceramic capacitors [18], and offers an order of magnitude more energy storage
than the largest supercapacitor presented. When considering the
size of other components in the system, most notably the harvester
(solar panel, thermocouple, or piezoelectric device), the combination of large ICs, and large sensors like a PIR motion sensor, the
size of existing small rechargeable batteries is not significant. Even
the smallest energy harvesting sensor system to our knowledge,
the Michigan Micro Mote [25], is on the scale of a capacitor and
utilizes a thin-film battery for energy storage.

6
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Dangerous. Traditional lithium metal batteries, such as lithium
cobalt chemistries, present risk of fire and release of toxic gas under
electrical and mechanical stress. Newer lithium-based chemistries
such as LTO and LiFePo4 are considered much safer, as they exhibit
less thermal runaway under electrical, mechanical, and thermal
abuse [4, 24]. Additionally, unlike traditional lithium chemistries,
LTO has been shown to not leak any toxic and reactive gasses in
the case of thermal abuse [4]. They only release noble gasses. While
there is potential for danger under abuse conditions of these batteries, there is ongoing research to create safer lithium batteries [24].

4

CONCLUSIONS

After a decade of designing intermittent systems and tackling their
issues, it is time to reevaluate the necessity of capacitor-based storage in the face of technology improvements. New, modern battery
technologies and management techniques allow for high capacity,
long lifetime sensor power supplies without the costs commonly
associated with older battery chemistries. We believe their integration into sensor designs will lead to more capable devices with
greater availability. Battery-based sensors will ultimately enable
dense deployments and autonomous applications in our occupied
environment.
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